Determination of structural elements on the folding reaction of mnemiopsin by spectroscopic techniques.
Mnemiopsin 1 is a member of photoprotein family, made up of 206 amino acid residues. These Ca(2+)-regulated photoproteins are responsible for light emission in a variety of marine cnidarians and ctenophores. They composed of an apoprotein, a single polypeptide chain of 25 kDa, molecular oxygen and the non-covalently bound chromophore. In this study, we examined whether three mutations, namely R39K, S128G and V183T affect the thermodynamic stability as well as refolding and unfolding kinetics of mnemiopsin 1. Conformational stability measurements using fluorescence and far-UV CD spectroscopies revealed that all variants unfold in multi-step manner in which the secondary and tertiary structures are lost in different steps. However kinetic studies showed that point mutation S128G destabilizes both kinetic intermediate and native conformation; while, these structural elements are stabilized in V183T. We also found that the stability of folded and intermediate states increases in R39K. We concluded that the initial packing of helical segments within the protein structure is more facilitated when Lys with smaller side chain is present in the protein chain.